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Welcome to Turnitin...

As the newest member of the Turnitin community, we are excited to show you how Feedback Studio can help promote academic integrity, increase instructor efficiencies, and drive student success at your institution. From integrating Feedback Studio into your institution’s Learning Management System to managing instructor accounts, we’ll cover everything you need to know to provide a seamless onboarding experience and maximize your investment in Turnitin. Thanks for giving us the opportunity to serve you, we look forward to continuing our partnership well into the future.

“Feedback Studio encourages you to work harder at putting your thoughts into words. Good writing skills will help you advance in your classes and career.”

Mishari Husien
Student, California State University East Bay
Feedback Studio

Overview
Feedback Studio is a similarity checking, feedback, and grading solution proven to safeguard institutional reputation and deter plagiarism. The world’s most comprehensive collection of internet, academic, and student paper content ensures reliable results when checking student work for text similarity. Time-saving formative feedback and grading tools help students cultivate writing excellence, build critical thinking skills, and drive career readiness.

Browser Support
We support Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Edge.

Feedback Studio is designed to complement existing workflows through integrations with your Learning Management System, single sign-on partners, and collaboration tools.
Commercialization and Tourism in Tibet

Emerging as a major industry tourism has rapidly grown in mountainous regions in recent decades and in the Himalayas in particular. Adventure tourism in the world is growing 10% annually and is one of the fastest growing segments of the travel industry in the world. Spending a hefty portion of their disposable income on leisure and recreational activities, the modern global middle-class increasingly spends their money on sports such as trekking and mountain-climbing in the Tibetan plateau and in the Himalayas. This growth in the tourism sector has increased the influx of capital into the Tibetan economy while at the same time negatively changing the socio-cultural aspects of Tibetan life and the environment in which Tibetan communities make their home. The rise in Tibetan tourism and the commercialization of its people’s sacred mountains could mean that many of this diverse culture’s traditional forms of expression could be lost.
Learn to speak Feedback Studio

**Common Terms:**

**Administrator Homepage**
The administrator homepage displays a list of all accounts the user has administrator access to. Most Turnitin administrators will have a single account; however, administrators at larger institutions may manage accounts for multiple locations, or accounts that contain several sub-accounts and departments.

**Roster Sync**
Roster sync allows you to securely connect your student information system with Turnitin to provision multiple classes, users, and enrollments at once.

**Similarity Report**
The Turnitin Similarity Report is a powerful tool that quickly identifies unoriginal or improperly cited student writing by highlighting similarities to the world's largest collection of internet, academic, and student paper content.

**Similarity Score**
Each Similarity Report generates a similarity score which is the percentage of matching or similar text that has been uncovered. The similarity score is not a determination of plagiarism.

**Submission Release**
The submission release account option, when enabled for an account, allows the account's instructors to view student paper sources within similarity reports for papers that were submitted to a class existing within the account.

**Translated Matching**
Translated matching is an optional service offered by Turnitin, which allows your students to submit content in a non-English language, whilst retaining the ability to match against our vast database of English language content.

**Anonymous Marking**
Anonymous marking is a system of assessment where a student's name and any other identifiable information is unavailable to instructors.

**QuickMarks**
A QuickMark is a drag-and-drop reusable comment that can be used by an instructor when editing or grading papers. QuickMarks are organized into sets, which administrators can create and share through their QuickMark library.

**PeerMark**
PeerMark™ is a peer review assignment tool. Instructors can create and manage PeerMark assignments that allow students to read, review, and evaluate one or many papers submitted by their classmates.

**Indexing**
Indexing is the process of storing a file within our repository. This process happens during the submission of a file. Admins can choose to index all submissions, allow users to choose, or not index any submissions.
The Administrator Role

The role of the administrator is a vital one. As a Turnitin administrator, you help drive implementation, manage your institution’s account, and serve as the main point of contact for instructors and students who have questions relating to Feedback Studio. The Turnitin administrator has the ability to:

- Assign sub-administrators to oversee specific campuses or departments
- Add and remove instructors from the account
- Select and customize the account settings
- Configure a learning management system (LMS) integration with Feedback Studio
- Audit your instructors’ anonymous marking
- Create and share QuickMarks, rubrics, and grading forms
- Manage the rubric and QuickMark libraries
- Liaise with the Turnitin support team to manage instructor and student requests.
- Run usage reports
- Request paper deletions
Ready to get started?

Implementing and rolling out a new learning technology can be a hassle, but you can make it easier by ensuring you delegate and plan for training. Luckily, setting up your Turnitin account is simple. Follow these four quick steps, to get your institution using Feedback Studio in no time.

---

**Step 1**

**Determine how users will access Feedback Studio**

Adapt Feedback Studio to your workflow

Feedback Studio is designed to complement teaching workflows by integrating seamlessly with a variety of leading Learning Management Systems (LMS), single sign-on partners, and collaboration tools. Before your institution can start using the tool, you need to determine where and how instructors and students will access Feedback Studio. Access options include:

- **Native**
  Users access Feedback Studio through the Turnitin homepage. As the admin, you can add and manage instructors on your account. Once an instructor is added, they can begin creating classes, adding students, and creating assignments (more info here).

**LMS Integration**

Users access Feedback Studio from directly inside your institution's Learning Management System (more info here).

**Google Single Sign-On**

Google single sign-on (SSO) allows users within your institution to log in to Feedback Studio with a single click (more info here).

**Microsoft Teams**

Turnitin is available in Microsoft Teams for built-in similarity checks on student assignments. Please note this integration doesn't support Feedback Studio's feedback and grading tools (more info here).

---

**Step 2**

**Review settings for the institution**

Define your users’ experience

After setting up your Turnitin account, the next step is configuring your account settings in order to customize the Feedback Studio experience based on your institutional needs. There is a series of institutional settings in your administrator account you should review. As you review, decide how to best define your users’ experience according to your institution’s processes.

You can adjust your institution’s default settings at any time, ensuring that all instructors and students get the same experience. You can control which features are available, as well as determine how student papers are stored, by controlling the repositories available to instructors. You can also change the password that instructors will use to join your account.

More info on your Turnitin account settings can be found here.
Communicate availability
Empower your academic community
After configuring your Turnitin settings and access point, you want to focus on empowering your users to get started quickly and provide some best practices to ensure they get the most out of Feedback Studio. We've included some helpful links and resources below.

Resources
- Interpreting the Similarity Report
- Using Feedback Studio to Support Formative Learning
- Student Collusion - The Problem and Prevention
- Academic Integrity Lesson Seeds
- Turning Plagiarism into Teachable Moments
- The Turnitin Difference: Our Content Databases
- The Turnitin Difference: Our Web Crawler
- Turnitin's Commitment to Data Privacy and Security

Webpages
- Interpreting the Similarity Report
- Faster, Richer Feedback
- Equitable Evaluation and Excellent Expectation-Setting

Webinars & Videos
- Getting the Most Out of Feedback Studio (webinar series)

Grammar Grading Made Easier
Feedback Studio VidBITs (Video Best Instructional Tips)
The Plagiarism Spectrum
Turnitin Blog
Turnitin Resources
Turnitin Support Center
Turnitin Help Guides

Pro Tip
Have instructors subscribe to our RSS feeds to receive alerts about any new release notes (more info here).

As the Turnitin admin and the main point of contact for your account, you will receive updates from Turnitin on new Feedback Studio enhancements, value-add features, and resources, such as QuickMark sets and rubrics. It's important you forward these updates to instructors so they're kept in the loop.
Monitor Your Account

Review and evaluate usage and account statistics

Feedback Studio provides important statistics about your account that can surface actionable data insights to inform instruction and identify learning gaps. These account statistics show a high-level overview of usage and similarity statistics for your account so you can easily determine which classes have the highest number of submissions or which instructors are power users of Feedback Studio’s feedback and grading tools. Statistic reports are accessed from the administrator homepage and are available for download as a .csv file.

See here for checking statistics for Turnitin native and integrations access.

See here for checking statistics for Microsoft Teams access.
You did it!

If you have followed these steps, you have now implemented Turnitin at your institution. If something changes later, just revisit these steps.

Wait! Before you go:

For anything related to technical support we have our support site. The Turnitin Support Center ensures customers get the very best answers to their questions no matter how they interact with Turnitin Technical Support, whether it be through email, live chat, telephone, or self-service. From there you can check system status, and if something goes wrong, troubleshoot or submit a ticket.

The Turnitin support team can help you with:

- Deleting a paper from the database
- Restoring a deleted class
- Locating a missing paper
- Deactivating an account
- Changing the account administrator
- Consolidating multiple accounts

We are happy to have you in the Turnitin family!